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Inside the Centro control
room

HAPPY
‘We take anti-social
behaviour on our buses
very seriously and as a
result of the action we
have taken this has
fallen by 65 per cent in
the last five years.’
Peter Coates, Managing
Director of National
Express West Midlands,
at the launch of the
Centro Command Centre
last year.

adds. He points out that each desk
has its own light and controller, as
each operator will prefer different
Besides the weekday rush hours, the
lighting. Likewise the operators, from
buses, trains and trams carry football
Birmingham-based contract security
supporters. Over Easter a big event
company MAN Commercial, set the
was the match between rivals Wolves
air-conditioning. It feels noticeably
and Birmingham City. West Bromwich
warmer than the comms room, which
Albion arguably take the most work,
(unusually) is water-cooled. Redvers
as their stadium, the Hawthorns, is
adds that it’s much more efficient
next door to railway and Metro stops.
and will produce revenue savings
Pictured left to right at the Security compared with conventional cooling.
The Command Centre is long – five
TWENTY 13 event: Redvers Hocken and At the new Wolverhampton bus station
video ‘walls’ of ten monitors in each,
Mark Babington
and six images on each monitor. “And
for example, the Command Centre
that’s about the minimum size you
can make announcements over the
want to go to,” says the consultant, Redvers Hocken,
public address, or digital recorded messages can play
“otherwise it has no meaning to look at.” Each desk in
automatically, for evacuation for example. A reason for the
front of each video wall has the usual spot monitors and
move from Lancaster Circus; the control room like many
keyboards. The monitors show bus stops, roundabouts, and
others had grown, and grown. Not only in camera numbers
car parks which have ‘emergency help points’, stainless
but various types of equipment, and, due to tendering,
steel columns yellow so they are obvious to people in
various contractors, cabling in their own way.
distress. If an alert comes from a help point, on-screen
mapping shows the camera and the help point and the
Tidy comms
operator can talk to the caller. Natural light comes in from
behind the video wall – for the sake of the operators’ body
The move gave a chance to re-cable everything to a high
clocks - and floodlights are behind the flat screens too, ‘to
standard, Redvers says. The rest room and review
give contrast to the screens at night’. “It’s most important
suite, like the comms room, are also tidy. The rest
to keep natural light coming in, when we can,” Redvers
room has a fine view of the city - as far as Barr
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